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along in a deft mixture of tender melodic spurts, hypnotic use of ostinato and fluidious writing for winds. The orchestration is spare but forceful, often or like in sonority. Poulenc loved the voice and French theatrical and musical traditions. His vocal writing takes its cue from Monteverdi, Mussorgsky and Debussy. It is based on speech patterns, contrasting lyrical arioso (Blanche) with strict declamation (Mme de Croissy).

ACT I

Scene I — The Library of the Marquis de la Force
Scene II — The Parlor of the Carmelite Convent
Scene III — The Workroom of the Convent
Scene IV — The Infirmary

ACT II

Scene I — The Chapel
Interlude I
Scene II — The Chapter Room
Interlude II
Scene III — The Parlor
Scene IV — The Sacristy

ACT III

Scene I — The Chapel
Interlude I
Scene II — The Library of the Marquis de la Force
Interlude II
Scene III — The Conciergerie
Interlude III
Scene IV — Place de la Révolution
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DIALOGUES OF THE CARMELITES

The Story

France 1789. Revolution threatens. In his library the Marquis de la Force talks worriedly with his son, the Chevalier, about Blanche, his nervous and impressionable daughter, who is unable to overcome her fear of life. She suddenly appears, frightened by hostile crowds that surrounded her carriage. After retiring, Blanche returns, terrified by a servant's shadow, and announces her intention of becoming a nun.

Several weeks later, at the Carmelite convent at Compiegne, Blanche comes for an interview with the prioress, Mme de Croissy, a woman debilitated by fatal illness. Gently but firmly the prioress makes it clear to Blanche that the convent is a house of prayer, not a refuge in which heroism is facilitated: it will test her weaknesses, not her strengths.

While doing their chores in the convent workroom, Blanche and Constance, a lively novice, discuss death. Constance believes she will die young and that Blanche will die with her. Blanche responds angrily, accusing Constance of evil thoughts.

In the convent infirmary, the prioress lies on her deathbed. Her struggle to appear calm slowly fails as the anxiety of her condition overtakes her: years of meditating on death have not made the actuality less frightening. Mother Marie accepts charge of Blanche from the prioress, who advises firmness, judgment and character--qualities she says Blanche lacks. When Blanche comes, the prioress tells the girl of her special concern for her as the newest member of their order. Saying farewell, she offers her own death to avert the dangers facing Blanche. A physician comes and goes. The prioress grows delirious, relating a fitful vision of their convent desecrated. In a last attempt to confess her fear of death, she falls back lifeless. Blanche kneels sobbing.

In the chapel, where the prioress lies in state, Blanche and Constance intone a Requiem. When Constance leaves, Blanche attempts a prayer but flees in fear. She is stopped by Mother Marie, who gently rebukes but reassures her.
Constance explains to Blanche that the prioress died another person's death, that her death was too ugly and hard for her. Someone else, she says, will be surprised to find death so easy.

In the chapter room, the ceremony of obedience to the new prioress is coming to an end. Mme. Lidoine, who has been appointed, addresses the sisters, counseling patience and humility, warning of the temptation of easy martyrdom. Mother Marie leads the prayer.

The Chevalier visits Blanche before escaping abroad, asking that she return and stand by their father, now alone. Blanche brusquely refuses, explaining that her highest duty is to the convent that has changed her life. Later, Blanche regrets her outburst, but Mother Marie reassures her that the motive behind her pride will give her the strength.

Autumn 1792. The Chaplain, banned by the revolutionaries from his clerical duties, performs a last mass in the sacristy: the sisters sing an "Ave Verum Corpus." Mme. Lidoine replies that martyrs are chosen only by God's will. An angry revolutionary mob storms the convent, and a Commissioner reads a decree evicting and dissolving the order. Shaken by the shouts of the crowd, Blanche drops and breaks her figure of the Christ child.

In the new prioress' absence, Mother Marie again suggests the Carmelites take a vow of martyrdom. A secret vote reveals one dissenter. Though the sisters suspect Blanche, Constance confesses and reverses her decision, taking the vow with Blanche, who then runs off.

Working as a servant in the Marquis' ruined library, Blanche is sought out by Mother Marie in civilian dress. The older woman urges her to return to the order, but Blanche insists on staying where she will be safer, revealing that her father has been guillotined.
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